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Witness to the Silence Within 

 

When you are living nothing happens. The settings change, people come in and go out, that’s all. There 

are never any beginnings. Days are tacked on to days without rhyme or reason, it is an endless 

monotonous addition. 

John Berger1 
 

Encountering for the first time the visual tapestries which are Baaraan Ijlal’s works can be a strangely 

disorienting experience. One reaches around for familiar canons with which to contextualise and 

articulate one’s responses. Seemingly guileless, they are rich in gentle narrative, but elusive nevertheless 

in meaning and in layered complexities. 

Bachelard speaks of “intimate intensity” and asks if imagination alone is “able to enlarge indefinitely the 

images of immensity.”2 Ijlal’s works are panoramic in the way they embrace human activity in 

interconnected spaces humming with movement and intense relationships. One follows these 

engagements as curiosity builds regarding human stories, their possible meanings, concealments and 

endings. This vastness can be baffling.   
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Baaraan Ijlal has recounted her debt to memory – of her ancestral home in Bhopal, and houses 

experienced in Lucknow and elsewhere. No doubt she dwells on memory, but is it imagined memory? 

The philosopher points out that immensity is a category of daydreams, so perhaps the artist in these 

works has drawn together multiple strands which originated in girlhood memories of home. Nurtured 

through daydreams, reconstructed, expanded and enriched, they embrace spatial networks which 

accommodate many disparate lives. Is the artist detached from the past or does she treasure it, rather 

like pressed flowers between the pages of a book?  

Unquestionably, Ijlal welcomes solitude, in which she has contemplated spaces and people who inhabit 

them. Spaces etched onto lives, filled with her dreams and theirs. Days lived, leaving imprints as 

inhabitants. 

The spaces Baaraan Ijlal so carefully lays out and imagines are simultaneously intense and intimate. They 

also startle because of the expanse of the canvases, both literally and otherwise, perhaps because one 

associates such unfoldings with a miniature scale. The traditional miniature in a manuscript allows such 

meanderings, and hints at inner compulsions in cryptic ways.  Baaraan Ijlal is equally oblique in her 

references and enigmatic juxtapositionings. Figures jostle for attention, ambiguous relationships emerge 

and meet up in tightly knitted patterns.  

To quote Bachelard again, “The two kinds of space, intimate space and exterior space keep encouraging 

each other as it were in their growth.”3 

The intimacy that the artist crafts here is composed of the minutiae of living, delicately thought-out 

vignettes. Storytelling, being embedded in our visual histories, is often embellished or complemented by 

text. From the seals of Harappa to the Gandharan frieze, to the temple pichwai, narratives run like rivers 

– laden with the stuff of life, resplendent with secrets, spilling into spaces, seeping into crevices. One 

seeks to recall these instances to help unravel what one is looking at. 

In each of these untitled works (whose locations are noted), Ijlal knits web-like, nuanced and surreal 

human histories. They move effortlessly in and out of memory scrims, community chronicles, 

biographical sagas, minor epics. At one level she is deeply immersed in this, but also works at parallel 

views more remote and dispassionate.  
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One wonders if the artist’s intent for documentation is rooted in the fear of loss, or whether it is a more 

ordered ambition to archive and conserve. 

Self-tutored in the basics of artmaking, she has navigated its principles with deftness and ease. The 

thoughtful naivety of imagery is not unsophisticated; the figures are not ciphers, nor the architectural 

settings passive. The detail of motif, text and symbol are interwoven in seamless ways, and invested 

with subtle colour values and linear movements. 

The elaborate storytelling can make one unmindful of the deployment of the elements used to structure 

the work. These can seem almost incidental to the artist’s intention. One is in search of more familiar 

telltale markers of the artist’s presence. The kinship to popular culture in terms of storybook 

illustrations, small town hoardings, or other instances of visual reportage comes to mind, but such easy 

categorisations are irrelevant. Popular culture is fast moving and responds to widely felt demands and 

needs. In Ijlal’s work the mood is one of deep nostalgia coupled with a witty acceptance of human frailty 

and a sense of making do with what life offers. On a formal level this is attained by the use of scale, 

motifs and symbols drawn from disparate sources. Like old-fashioned quilts, they insist on their own 

visual logic. 

One ceases to arrive at deductions with which to explain the seductiveness of Baaraan Ijlal’s 

contemplative, complex musings. They have a way of inviting intimacy into their viewing, and of 

demanding attention. 

Postscript 

A fast-paced evolution overtook Baaraan Ijlal’s artmaking as she negotiated a collaboration with her 

brother, historian and artist Moonis Ijlal. The city and its inhabitants claimed greater immensity in her 

imaginings, and the political ramifications of the time may have played no small part. 

The Hostile Witness (2014–2019) questioned every premise, every cul-de-sac in our histories, their 

predicaments and their tales of treachery. 

Alongside the development of characters in these sagas, which metamorphosed into frames, her 

installation Change Room is a parallel project of sound recordings replete with stories, jostling with 

moments of unburdening. As she listened, souls gave up their secrets, and hearts emptied themselves of 



pain. These fields of pain she drew into herself, almost physically. She says, “My body spills into these 

large canvases and stands there as a witness.”4 

Ijlal comments on these shifting processes that have occurred in the works. “Almost a decade ago, I 

began looking for conflict inherent in the plan of the city.  I dismantled the site, to its bone and 

psychology.  I evolved with the evolving site.”5  She goes on to describe how she paused, listened and 

reconfigured. 

Thus the palimpsest continued to deepen and mature. Transformations occurred as both the artists 

mulled over the historical horrors and fading traumas in our subcontinent. This intense probing 

crystallised into symbolic ciphers with distinctive presences and mythological avatars. 

The slipping away of these worlds from living memory cried out to be resurrected. Moonis Ijlal 

inaugurated parallel resonances as frames for the canvases, awakening reverberations in wood.  Fresh 

images culled from the vastness of the canvas were then trapped by wooden binoculars, which stalked 

meanings anew. The challenge was to reinterpret memory, and recast it into a new story. 

Both artists are pledged to weave relationships between their carefully mapped out visual tapestries 

and the complexities of contemporary turbulences. They negotiate the passages between imperial sagas 

and familiar tragedies of the everyday of life as we experience it now. 

In writing about Zarina Hashmi’s work, Aamir Mufti states, “They recall for us the recurring instances of 

political violence across the planet in recent decades, from India’s partition in the middle of the 

twentieth century to massacres in such places as Srebrenica and Jenin in recent years.”6 

Baaraan and Moonis Ijlal work from a similar proposition. Ostensibly about the past, these collaborative 

works assemble archetypes which persist and reappear in our times—Jehel the tyrant, Mohtasib the 

prosecutor and Peshrau, the symbol of noble hope. While Jehel thrives on the mute, the spectators who 

concede to compromise, zaagh-e-zaman, the crow woman of the world, does not succumb and 

persistently resurrects discourse. Manifold and profoundly intriguing, the associations carefully deny 
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complacency to the viewer in the perpetual search for equilibrium.  These works, like life itself, are 

ongoing. 

Artist Bio: 

Baaraan Ijlal is a self-taught artist based in New Delhi (India). She is interested in exploring 

anonymity as essential to individual liberty. She seeks to enable listening and creating witnesses 

to unacknowledged stories. Her medium includes acrylic paint, sound, video, light, and resin 

installations among others. Her sound installation Change Room, is an ongoing project to 

enable listening of unacknowledged stories, told anonymously towards possible change. Those 

who have recorded their stories with artist as witness include nomads ousted by authorities 

from the forests, people turned out of homes and neighborhoods because of their sexual 

orientation, victims of caste and communal violence, people who have been declared stateless 

overnight, and war refugees to name a few. Recordings have so far taken place in India, Nepal 

and Sri Lanka. Her installation Coal Couture, launched at the World Health Organization’s First 

Global Conference on Air Pollution and Health (2018) in Geneva is a mock brand of luxury 

luggage made as a coveted couture object. Her installation Silent Minarets, installed at Mumbai 

International Airport are anonymous letters by 43 women embroiderers of UP village to 

themselves. 

The series, Hostile Witness (2014- present) is about silenced narratives. It explores the lasting 

phenomenon of mute spectatorship and its normalization at the expense of extreme violence. 

Informed by a list of historic, fragile architectural structures that are not officially listed as 

monuments, and often have active communities living in and around them and lived histories, 

the artist began her own research. Repeated visits to the site involve conversations with those 

she encounters around/at the building to unearth the living memory and stories from the 

space. These stories are meticulously inscribed, layer by layer in a narrative form on to digital 

prints of their facades. 

As in all her other works, narrated testimonies of living individuals entirely inform her process. 

The artist and the audience become witnesses to these accounts 

About Shrine Empire: 

Shrine Empire was created in December 2008 from a merger of two existing entities. Prior to this, both 

had worked together on exhibitions in India and Singapore separately, known then as The Shrine Gallery 

and Empire Art. Shrine Empire is based in New Delhi and its directors, Anahita Taneja and Shefali Somani 



have envisioned the gallery as a platform for presenting and promoting contemporary visual art 

practices. Since its inception, Shrine Empire has consistently focused on encouraging a dialogic approach 

with a range of emerging and eminent artists with sustained, innovative and engaging practices, and 

curators in order to produce exhibitions and special commissioned projects. The mission of Shrine 

Empire is to promote artists, curators and art-writers who are invested in redefining the boundaries of 

contemporary art practice. The various curatorial narratives that have emerged from the space over the 

years have made Shrine Empire known for its critical engagement with political and social concerns of 

the contemporary. 
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